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ATLANTA & GREENSBORO, N.C., Oct 06, 2005 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- NCR Corporation (NYSE:NCR) and IDVelocity, LLC today announced that
NCR will utilize IDVelocity ADC - a comprehensive infrastructure and process management software platform - as part of NCR's end-to-end RFID
portfolio.

Available globally, NCR Velocity Portal, powered by the IDVelocity platform, economically and rapidly assimilates data across all devices in the supply
chain. The solution will be a featured element in NCR's booth at the RFID Journal LIVE! Europe executive conference, Oct. 10-12 in Amsterdam.

"In all my years in RFID, I have finally found the ideal toolset to deploy RFID systems and devices. IDVelocity is an across-the-board solution to users'
or vendors' needs, making it an easy decision for NCR," said NCR Vice President for RFID Solutions John Greaves. "NCR Velocity Portal will be
instrumental in major NCR RFID solutions due to its ability to alleviate frequency, device and integration concerns."

NCR Velocity Portal will be an integral part of NCR's recently announced TransitionWorks RFID demonstration center in Atlanta. The center will
feature supply-chain and in-store solutions covering back-of-store, center-of-store and front-of-store applications spanning the RFID frequency
spectrum, as well as EPCglobal standards for Class 0, 1 and Generation 2 tags and formats.

"Collaborating with NCR for a complete RFID solution is a natural fit for IDVelocity," said IDVelocity CEO Ken Hamlin. "NCR has quietly assembled the
best products, alliances and talent for combining technologies such as RFID and biometrics, delivering solutions that range from contactless payment
to tracking of inventory. NCR's technology leadership and strong global brand - coupled with our ability to cover the matrix of multiple frequencies,
multiple devices, multiple data carriages and multiple integration requirements - make a powerful solution set for the end customer."

About IDVelocity, LLC

IDVelocity is a global leader in RFID infrastructure and process management software. Our pioneering technology platform, ADC, dramatically
reduces the effort to create, deploy and support fixed and mobile solutions using RFID and all other forms of Auto-ID. Using the efficiency of Design,
Draw and Deploy techniques, IDVelocity has hundreds of live, in-production implementations with major corporations all around the world producing
significant, documented return on investment. For additional information, visit IDVelocity's Web site at www.idvelocity.com.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leading global technology company helping businesses build stronger relationships with their customers. NCR's
ATMs, retail systems, Teradata(R) data warehouses and IT services provide Relationship Technology(TM) solutions that maximize the value of
customer interactions and help organizations create a stronger competitive position. Based in Dayton, Ohio, NCR (www.ncr.com) employs
approximately 28,300 people worldwide.

NCR, NCR EasyPoint, NCR FastLane, NCR RealPOS, NCR RealPrice, NCR RealScan, NCR RealSolutions and Teradata are trademarks or
registered trademarks of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.

IDVelocity and IDVelocity ADC are trademarks of IDVelocity, LLC in the United States and other countries.
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